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The Nature Of Doctrine Religion
This is a theologian who praises the "deep beauty which lurks in Karl Rahner's" work but is candid about his "sometimes torturous writings." She convincingly demonstrates that Hans Urs von Balthasar ...
The Beauty of the Incomprehensible
I had to memorise them before I could be allowed to qualify to receive and eat of the Holy Communion, the cherished small white bread representing the body of Christ. The first commandment especially ...
Pagan origins of Holy Trinity doctrine
When medieval theologians wrote theirQuaestiones Disputatae, the disputed questions concerned relatively peripheral topics, for Christians agreed on all of the ...
Disputed Questions in Theology and the Philosophy of Religion
The prime minister's personal ideology is so self-contradictory that it leads nowhere and anywhere he feels like rambling.
Scott Morrison’s incoherent speech reveals the confused nature of his core ideology
There should be more ‘religious literacy’. So says the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Religion in the Media, chaired by Yasmin Qureshi MP. Amen to that. Religious ignorance is ...
‘Religious literacy’ rules risk gagging the press
What is the future of Continental philosophy of religion? These forward-looking essays address the new thinkers and movements that have gained prominence since ...
The Future of Continental Philosophy of Religion
DAP's Central Executive Committee (CEC) leadership will fight to reject leaders who reject the party's multi-racial, multi-religious doctrine, said the party secretary-general Lim Guan Eng. In his ...
Guan Eng: DAP will fight leaders rejecting multi-racial, multi-religious doctrine
In recent years, the number of Christians identifying as “Christian Socialists” or “Christian Communists” has skyrocketed in a way not seen in over 40 years.
The socialist Trojan Horse within the US Christian church
A DEFENSE OF MILL’S ARGUMENT FOR THE “PRACTICAL INSEPARABILITY” OF THE LIBERTIES OF CONSCIENCE (AND THE ABSOLUTISM IT ENTAILS) - Volume 37 Issue 2 ...
A DEFENSE OF MILL’S ARGUMENT FOR THE “PRACTICAL INSEPARABILITY” OF THE LIBERTIES OF CONSCIENCE (AND THE ABSOLUTISM IT ENTAILS)
In articulating this powerful vision of a future society, the authors of the Manifesto appropriated the concept of communism to themselves, so much so that communism and Marxism have often been taken ...
The Origins of Modern Communism
By Richard Dickenson I listened to a Very Prominent Churchman as he sought to explain the Christian take on what he called The Holy Spirit/Ghost. What a job he was having explaining this curious ...
Dare to think about the wholly spiritless
The mainstream media and the medical orthodoxy is adamant that everyone needs to get the jab – or face exclusion from everyday freedoms and be shunned from society. Don’t they realise how fascistic ...
I am one of millions who have chosen not to have a Covid vaccine. Does that mean I’m to be banned from planes, buildings & shops?
Discovering that a pivotal figure like Esther, who saves her people from death, also happens to be childless, can help us understand that childlessness in Scripture cannot be understood only as a ...
How the women of the Bible helped me reimagine my barrenness
Following the Trump-induced emergence of right-wing populism, however, many American conservatives no longer see the government as a referee that protects individual rights.
Nationalist conservatives abandon the idea of liberty
News that Eoghan Murphy has resigned his seat as a TD for Dublin Bay South to pursue a career in international co-operation, human rights and democracy is notable and quotable. The resignation was ...
The People’s Letters Page
SJR 14 will provide the voters of Arkansas the opportunity to adopt an amendment to their state constitution to protect religious liberty.
Arkansas Looks to Protect Religious Liberty in State Constitution
The last Moderator of the Synodal system of the Evangelical Presbyterian Church (E.P Church), Very Reverend Dr Livingstone Komla Buama has been laid to rest.
The last Moderator of E.P Synodal system laid to rest
A sex therapist who publicly challenged her church's teachings on sexuality has been expelled as a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, according to a letter ...
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